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hereunveiled its rival solution here hd live map which claims to allow cars to see
around corners beyond the reach of on-board sensors. here is billing hd live as an
enhancer to advanced driver assistance systems (adas), as it harnesses the cloud to
provide lane level information and the latest updates on traffic speed, road
construction and accidents. immediate deployment is set for north america and
western europe. tomtomlaunched its highly automated driving (had) map products
for all interstate roads in california and michigan both testbeds for autonomous
vehicles. had maps offer a 3d border-to-border model of the road with details down
to the decimetre (potholes, lane dividers, road signs, etc.). the maps also collect
real-time data from vehicle sensors information in a central server that gets shot
around to all the other vehicles using the map. george is the reviews editor at
windows central, concentrating on windows 10 pc and mobile apps. he's been a
supporter of the platform since the days of windows ce and uses his current
windows 10 mobile phone daily to keep up with life and enjoy a game during down
time. description pterostylis gracilis is a terrestrial, rosette forming herb with an
unbranched, stiff, linear to lance-shaped leaf on the side of the flowering stem, long
and wide with a reddish-purple base. the flowering stem is tall and bears up to
seven flowers, each long and wide and is insect-like in appearance. the dorsal sepal
and petals are fused, forming a hood or galea over the column and a raised central
area. the lateral sepals turn downwards and have narrow, thread-like tips long.
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